
Call for Teaching Artists

Summer Artscape 2022: Grow Wild

LV Arts is now accepting proposals for Summer Artscape 2022, a program of classes for art makers

of all ages that celebrates many forms of art making. This year’s theme is Grow Wild.

Grow Wild.

We’re not all meant to be sown in neatly plotted rows. Inspired by Dolly Parton’s song, “Wildflowers,”

LV Arts invites you to “Grow Wild” with us as we explore freedom of expression through the arts.

Art can act as a seed for change. It has no boundaries or limitations, much like the wildflowers in the

song: “When a flower grows wild, it can always survive.” Let’s take time to cultivate the art inside

each of us and dare to reach beyond the limits of our wildest dreams. For art-makers and art

explorers, alike: It’s not a matter of where or how one grows, so long as there’s growth. Do not settle

for ordinary. Grow Wild.

LV Arts is calling for teaching artists who are willing to explore this year’s theme with a group of

students. (Proposals are not required to connect to the theme; it is only a guide). Each class meets

twice a week for three weeks. Weekend workshops may also be considered.  There are no classes

the week of July 4.

LV Artscape teachers are most often practicing artists and/or art educators. There are no licensing

or certification requirements to teach Artscape workshops. However, you must have a passion and a

skill for inspiring creativity in others!

Class size:

Class size is based on age and developmentally appropriate practices. Maximum enrollment of 15

students per session for classes with older students and 10-12 for younger students. Minimum

enrollment of 4 students must be reached for classes to avoid cancellation. COVID-19 safety

protocol will be followed based on guidance from community health experts.



Age Groups and Tentative Scheduling

Each class runs twice a week for a three week session - though if the class permits, 3 class days per

week in a three week session may be considered. Weekend workshops may also be considered.

Time of day may be flexible depending on interest.

Ages 4 - 6 (Preschool/Kindergarten) classes are one hour long and are offered in the morning.

Ages 6 - 10 (Elementary) classes are two hours long and are offered in both morning and afternoon.

Classes are split into two groups, 1st - 2nd grade and 3rd - 5th grade. Teachers may specify their age

preference in the application.

Ages 11-14 (Middle School) classes are two hours long and are offered in the morning or afternoon.

Please specify a time in your proposal. Grades 6-8th.

Ages 15 & Up (High School/Adult) classes are two or three hours long and are offered in the

afternoon or early evening.

Ages 18 & Up (Post High School/Adult) classes are two or three hours long and are offered in the

afternoon or early evening.

Compensation:

Teachers earn $25 per hour of class time, plus mileage up to $300 for those living outside of the

Leavenworth area.

If your workshop is accepted, you will receive an acceptance email with further details. Background

checks for applicants may be enforced.

LV Arts will provide all necessary materials based on lists teachers provide.

While specialized equipment is limited at this time, please inquire about specific needs and we can

try to make accommodations with our resources in the area.:



Timeline:

● March 1, 2022, midnight - proposal deadline

● March 8, 2022 - Teachers will be notified if their workshop is selected for inclusion

● March 22, 2022, midnight - Supply lists are due to Brooke

● May 30-June 13 [First session]

● June 20-25, 2022 - No classes, teachers may choose to work during LV Arts and Applause

Camp

● July 4-8 - No classes

● July 11-29, 2022 - [Second Session]

PLEASE COMPLETE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH CLASS PROPOSAL. Teachers are welcome to

submit multiple proposals. There is no cost to submit a proposal.

Contact Michaela Fitzgerald, hello@lvarts.info or 913.240.1091 with any questions or for a paper

form.

mailto:hello@lvarts.info

